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The purpose of this paper is to prove a strengthening of [4], which gives 
(practically) the full characterization of Ramsey classes of (ordered) set 
systems. We also provide a modified proof of the main result of [4]. Let us 
remark that [4] contains several technical mistakes but they can be corrected 
by changing details. Although the basic ideas of the proof here and of [4] 
are the same both differ at several places and we hope that the present proof 
is more direct and transparent. 
We leave out the motivation for this particular research (see e.g., [3, 5, 
and 61. Particular cases, which appeared e.g., in [ 1, 7-91 are simpler results. 
Presently, there is no other proof for the theorem presented here apart from 
kw. 
This paper is written in the finite set theory. To state the main result we 
need some preliminaries. A family d = (Si; i E I) of natural numbers is 
called a type. A set system of type d is a pair (X,-H), where X is a (totally) 
ordered set, M=(&;iEI) and McX, ]MI=6, for every ME&. The 
ordering of X is called the stundurd.ordering and usually denoted by <. We 
shall sometimes write explicitly ((X, <), M). Let A = (X, A) is said to be a 
subobject of B = (Y, JV), J”’ = (4; i E I) if X is a monotone subset of Y 
(monotone with respect to the standard orderings) and 4 = 
(it4 E 4; A4 C X} for every i E I. 
Denote by Sot(d), the class of all set systems of type d together with all 
embeddings. The set of all subobjects of B, which are isomorphic to A, will 
be’ denoted by (,“). The elements of the set (:) will be also called A- 
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subobjects. A set system (X,J) is said to be irreducible if, for every 
x, y E X, there exists an edge M E lJ .J? such that {x, y} c M. 
Let a be a family of irreducible set systems of type A. Denote by 
Soc(A, a), the subclass of Sot(A) formed by all those (Y,<.&*) E Sot(A) which 
satisfy: if (X,-H) E Sot(A) and X E Y, MGM (this means 4 S.-C for 
every i E I), then (X,-H) 6G a. In other words, a is a set of forbidden 
subsystems for the class Soc(A, a). The following is the main result of [4] 
which will be reproved here. 
THEOREM A. Let A be a fixed type. Let a be a set of irreducible set 
systems of type A. Then, Soc(A, a) is a Ramsey class. This means the 
following: For every A, B E Soc(A, a) there exists C E Soc(A, a) such that for 
every coloring c, (,‘) + { 1,2j, there exists B’ E (g ) such that c restricted to 
the set (“,‘) is a constant. 
Using Theorem A we may give a nearly complete characterization of 
Ramsey classes of set systems by means of these concepts. 
Let .Z be a class of set systems of type A. Class .r is called hereditary if 
(X, H) E .a’ and (Y, 4,“) satisfies Y G X and ,,Y- E A, then (Y, -,Y”) E .Z. 
Class .Z is called order complete if ((X, <), M) E .F and an ordering < 
of X coincides with < on every edge M E lJ A, then, also ((X, <), J) E .F. 
Class .F is said to have unions if, for every (X, J’) and (X’, A’) there exists 
a (Y, I V) such that (X, A) and (X’, A’) are isomorphic to distinct 
subobjects of (Y, L k-). Class Z is said to have multiplication of points if, for 
every (X,L,H) E .iT and x E X, x’ & X, the set system (XU {x’},J’), where 
.X;,=,&u {M- {X}U {x’}; xEMEJ} belongs toX. 
Now we show the principal result of this paper. 
MAIN THEOREM. Let A be a fixed type. Let .X be a class of set systems 
of type A which is hereditary, order complete, and which has unions and 
multiplication of points. Then, the following two statements are equivalent: 
(1) Class Z is a Ramsey class. 
(2) Class X = Soc(A, a) for a class a of irreducible set systems. 
Numerous examples show that the above restrictions on X are, in general, 
necessary. This result generalizes all previously known examples of Ramsey 
classes of graphs and set systems (see e.g., [4-61.) 
As can be expected, one direction is much easier. It can be seen as 
follows: 
Proof 1 3 2. As .X is a hereditary class, there exists a class a of set 
systems satisfying Z = Soc(A, a). To the contrary, assume that any such a 
contains a nonirreducible set system. In particular, then, there exists a set 
system (X,.,X) with the following properties: 
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(i) (X,M) @ .T’; 
(ii) (X’, A’) E .r whenever X’ c X, M’ E J, X’ # X, 
(iii) there are distinct vertices {x’, x”) c X such that there is no edge 
ME lJ.H with {x’,x”}~M. 
Let B’ (B”, A, respectively) be the set system induced on the set x\{x’} 
(x\(x”}; 4(x’, x”}, respectively). Explicitly, B’ = (Y/,-H’), where Y’ = 
xj(x’ }, cl “ = (-4 “i’; i E I), where NE-K\, iff N E -4 and N c x\{x’}; the 
standard ordering of B’ is the restriction of the standard ordering of X to the 
set Y’. 
Let B E .3 be a set system which contains distinct subobjects, which are 
isomorphic to B’ and B”. As .37 is a Ramsey class, there exists a set system 
C with the following properties: 
(a) CE.3; 
(b) for every coloring c, (5) --f { 1,2}, there exists a subobject B, of C, 
B, isomorphic to B, such that c restricted to the set (2) is a constant 
mapping. 
This C contains a B’ subobject (Y, ,9’J and a B” subobject (Y,, ,Y;), 
such that the subobject of C induced on Y, n Yz is isomorphic to A for, 
otherwise, we could color A subobjects of C which are contained in a B’ 
subobject of C by 1, and the rest of A subobjects of C by 2. Using 
multiplication of points it is Y, # Y2. This means, however, that the 
subobject of C induced on the set Y, U Y, is isomorphic to ((X, 2),J) for 
an ordering 5 which satisfies 2 IM = < IM for every edge MEA. 
Consequently, ((X, L),&) E .r and hence, (X,J) EX, is a 
contradiction. 1 
The reverse implication 2 =s. 1, is much more difficult. Theorem A states 
exactly what has to be proved. A proof of Theorem A is the core of [4] and 
of this paper. 
In the next proof, we shall work with several classes of structured set 
systems and with subobjects of various kinds. Therefore, it is convenient to 
use the categorical language. It is important that the notion of a Ramsey- 
type statement may be defined uniformly for any structure, which results 
with these concepts. 
Let 3 be a class endowed with subobjects. For objects A, B of <i4T; denote 
by (,“), the set of all subobjects of B which are isomorphic to A. 
Let A, B, C be objects of .r. Object C is said to be A Ramsey for B iff, for 
every coloring c, (5) + { 1,2} there exists B’ E (g) such that c restricted to 
the set (“,‘) is a constant. If for every B E x, there exists an A Ramsey 
object C E .3’ for B, then ;r” is said to have A Ramsey property. 
One immediately observes that 3’ has A Ramsey property iff, for every 
582a/34/2-5 
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positive integer I and B E.3, there exists a C E x such that for every 
coloring c, (,‘) -i { l,..., Y), there exists B’ E (i) such that c restricted to (“,’ ) 
is a constant mapping. Using this concise terminology Z’ is a Ramsey class, 
if it has A Ramsey property for every object A E J? 
Let us remark that we find it convenient to work not only with subobjects, 
but, also, with special morphisms which we call embeddings. 
This paper has four sections. Section 1 contains the definition of classes 
aPart( aSoc(A), and w/a Soc(A, a). These classes provide a convenient 
structural strengthening of classes Soc(A, a). Also, Theorems I and II are 
stated here. Section 2 contains four easy, auxiliar lemmas. Section 3 contains 
a proof of Theorem I. This is the main part of the paper. Assuming 
Theorem I, one can derive Theorem II essentially in the same way. This is 
shown in Section 4. Theorem II is a generalization of Theorem A. 
1. BASIC NOTIONS AND NOTATION 
A family A = (Si ; i E I) of natural numbers is called a type. Mostly, we 
shall work with (totally) ordered sets. Ordering of a set usually will be 
denoted by Q. If X is an ordered set, A, B are subsets of X, and if a < b for 
every a E A and b E B, then we write A < B. The maximal element of an 
ordered set X, will be denoted by max X. 
We set [i,j] = (i, i + l,,.., j} and [Xl” = (YG X, 1 YI = k}. We also write 
Ix I ,..., x,,} < , providing that x, < a-- < x,. 
Let A = (Si, i E I), Ji > 1, be a fixed type, let a > 0 be fixed. The proof of 
Theorem A (see Introduction) is based on a suitable combination of two 
classes which are denoted by aPart and aSoc(A). These classes are 
refinements of the class Sot(A). The classes aPart and aSoc(A) have the 
same objects but they differ in morphisms. 
Objects of aPart and aSoc(A) 
Pairs ((Xi):=‘=, , J), where: 
(1) u (xi; i = o,..., a) =X is an ordered set satisfying X0 < X, < 
x a-1 <**a <x,; 
(2) .l= (-4’; i E I), where 4 c [Xl% 
(3) Iit4nXil< 1 for every MEJ and every 0 < i<a. 
Figure 1 may be helpful. 
Objects of aPart and aSoc(A) will be denoted by capital letters A, B,... . 
For an object A = ((X,)T=,,J) we write V(A) = U (Xi, i = 0 ,..., a), 
Vi(A) = Xi, E(A) = U A, E,(A) =&. Elements of V(A) are called vertices, 
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A E 3 Part ((1,1,2)1 
FIGURE 1 
elements of E(A) are edges of A. For the sake of brevity we sometimes write 
(Xi): instead of (X,)9,, . 
An Important Convention 
Let A = (@‘$,A) E aPart( Let b satisfy 0 < b < a. A will be 
sometimes considered as an object of bPart(d). If we write A E bPart(d), 
then we mean the object ((Xi):, A’), where Xi = Xi for i > 0, and XA =X,, U 
x,v *** uxb+,. The object A E 3Part((l, 1,2)) depicted in Fig. 1 
considered as object 2Part(( 1, 1,2)) is shown in Fig. 2. 
A C 2 Part ((1,1,2)) 
FIGURE 2 
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Morphisms of aPart (called embeddings) 
Let 
A = ((xi)~~~)~ _H=(x;iEZ), 
B = ((Yi>z > c “‘), ,b’= (&;iEZ), 
be objects of aPart( We say that a mapping J V(A)+ V(B) is an 
embedding in aPart if, 
(1) f is a monotone l-l mapping (with respect to the standard 
orderings); 
(2) f(X,) E Yi for i = O,..., a; 
(3) ME.e*f(M)E.+‘ifor every iEI; 
(4) f(M)E.dl,f(M)n Y,#0+ME&for every iEZ. 
Iff satisfies conditions (l)-(3) only, then it is said to be a monomorphism in 
aPart( 
Morphisms of aSoc(A) (called embeddings) 
Let A, B be as above. We say that a mapping f: V(A) + V(B) is an 
embedding in aSoc(A) if it satisfies conditions (l)-(3) and 
(4)’ f(M)E.Yf+MMJfor every iEZ. 
Obviously, every embedding in aSoc(A) is an embedding in aPart but 
not conversely. Zsomorphisms, defined naturally as invertible embeddings, 
coincide both in aPart and aSoc(A). The isomorphisms sign is 21. 
Let A, A’, B be objects of aPart and aSoc(A), respectively. Assume 
V(A ‘) g V(B), A ’ = A. If the inclusion I’(A ‘) s V(B) is an embedding in 
aPart and aSoc(A), respectively, then A’ is called an A subobject of B in 
aPart and in aSoc(A), respectively. The set of all A subobjects of B will 
be denoted by (,“). From the context it always will be clear whether this 
symbol applies to the category aPart or aSoc(A). If the inclusion 
V(A ‘) G V(B) is a monomorphism, then A ’ is called a weak A subobject of 
B. The set of all weak A subobjects will be denoted by (:),+. Various types 
of subobjects are illustrated in Fig. 3 for the case A = ((2)) (i.e., graphs). 
Classes aPart and aSoc(A) are convenient refinements of the class 
Sot(A), it is OPart(A) = OSoc(A) = Sot(A). We use this to prove Theorem A 
(see Introduction). 
THEOREM I. For every a > 0 and every A E Sot(A) with a < IA 1 the 
class aPart has A, Ramsey property. Explicitly, this means the following: 
For every B E aPart( there exists C E aPart such that for every 
coloring c, ( Ta) -+ { 1,2} there exists B’ E (g ) such that c restricted to the set 
(f,) is a constant. 
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B E 3 Part ((2)) 
A c 3 Part ((2)) 
A - subbjectB (in 3 Part ((2))) 
A- sutmbjectB (in 3 %x ((2))) 
FIGURE 3 
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At+ SCC ((21, iK3)) for 
w= 4, (4). (3). t3,41, {2.4), (1,41. t1,7-1 
FIGURE 4 
Here, A, is defined as follows: Given A = (X,M) E Sot(A), X= 
IX ,,...,X,}<, we put A, = ((X,):,-N) (for an a < m), where X,, = 
(X , ,**-, x,,,-~}, Xi = {xmei+ ,}, i E [ 1, a]. It is A, E aPart and A, = A. 
THEOREM II. Let a be a class of irreducible objects of Sot(A). For every 
a > 0, oc[l,a] and every A f Sot(A) with a < /A /, the class 
(co/a) Soc(A, a) has A, Ramsey property. 
Here, (w/n) Soc(A, a) is a subclass of aSoc(A) induced by all those objects 
B = ((X,)z,J) E aSoc(A) for which there exists no A E a and A’ E (,“), 
such that V(A’) n Vi(B) # 0, iff i E w u {O}. Classes (o/a) Soc(A, a) are 
convenient refinements of classes Soc(A, a). This is illustrated in Fig. 4 for a 
simple case A = ((2)) and a = (K,). 
Putting Q = 0 in Theorem II, we get (@/a) Soc(A, a) = Soc(A, a) has 
A, = A Ramsey property for every A E Soc(A, a). This proves Theorem A 
and, consequently, the main theorem. 
Remark. Actually, for every A, a and a, the classes aPart( aSoc(A) 
and (o/a) Soc(A, a) are Ramsey classes. It is easy to modify the next proof 
to get this slightly more general result. 
2. LEMMAS 
Let a>O, A=(d,,iEI) be fixed. 
LEMMA I (Singleton lemma). Classes apart(A), aSoc(A) and 
(w/a) Soc(A, a) have A Ramsey properfy for every A E aSoc(A), ( V(A)\ = 1, 
w c [ 1, a], a a set of irreducible objects of Sot(A). 
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LEMMA II (Good coloring lemma). For A, E aPart Chese two 
statements are equivalent. 
(1) aPart ((w/a) Soc(A, a), respectively) has A, Ramsey property; 
(2) aPart ((o/a) Soc(A, a), respectively) has good A, Ramsey 
property. 
Here, aPart ((o/a) Soc(A, a), respectively) has good A, Ramsey 
property, iff for every B E aPart (B E (o/a) Soc(A, a), respectively) there 
exists C E aPart (C E (o/a) Soc(A, a), respectively) such that for every 
coloring c: (,“) + { 1,2} there exists B’ E (i) and a mapping c’: V,,(B’)-+ 
{ 1,2} such that c(A’) = E(max V&4’)) for every A’ E (:i) with V&t’) # 0. 
We also say that B’ has a good coloring. 
LEMMA III (Induced lemma). Assume that Sot(A) has A Ramsey 
property. Then, aSoc(A) has A, Ramsey property for every a 2 0. 
LEMMA IV (Weak partite lemma). The class aPart has A, Ramsey 
property for every A with 1 V(A)1 = a. 
These lemmas are tailored to suit the proof of Theorem I (given in 
Section 4). They are simple statements which can be proved by standard 
arguments, (see e.g., [3,4]). 
Proof of Lemma I. Put A = ((Ti)i , W), 1 Ti) = 1, Ti = 0 for i fj. Let B = 
((X,);,M) be fixed. Set Xj = lJ (V(A’); A’ E (,“)), k= IX,!/. Observe 
XJ! c Xj. Let (Yj, 8) be a k graph (i.e., a k uniform hypergraph) with a fixed 
ordering < of its vertices such that (Y;, 8) does not contain cycles of lengths 
2 and 3, and such that the chromatic number x(Yj, 8) > 2 (i.e., we are 
assuming that any two distinct edges intersect in, at most, one point, and 
that any three edges which pairwise intersect, have a common point, and the 
chromatic number means that for every partition Y,! = Y, U Yz there exists 
an edge, E E B such that E s Yi for either i = 1, or i = 2; the existence of a 
k graph with these properties was proved first in [2]). 
Put B = {E, )...) E,} and for each I = I,..., r let ‘p,: Xj + E, be the 
monotone bijection. Find C = ((Y,): , “Y) E aPart with the following 
properties: 
(i) Yj contains Yj as a monotone subset; 
(ii) for every z = l,..., r there exists an embedding w,: B -+ C in 
aPart (in (w/a) Soc(A, a), respectively) such that w, Ix; = (p, . 
It is easy to construct C as a suitable amalgamation of copies of B with 
respect to the hypergraph (Y;, 8). This is possible as any two edges of &? 
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intersect in, at most, one vertex. Clearly, we may assume y/,(V(B)) f7 
t,~,,(l/(B)) = q,(X,!) n q,,(Xjl). It is easy to see that C is A Ramsey for B (as 
U (I’(,4 ‘); A’ E (:)) = Y,!) and that C E (w/a) Soc(d, a), providing that 
B E (o/a) Soc(d, a). I 
Proof of Lemma II. One direction is clear. Let B E aPart 
(B E (o/a) Soc(d, a), respectively) be a fixed object. Put V(A) = {v, ,..., v,,}< 
and let 1 be the set system of type A induced on the set (u,-,}, 1 E apart(d). 
Let C, E aPart (C, E (w/a) Soc(d, a), respectively) be a 1 Ramsey object 
for B and let C E uPart (C E (w/u) Soc(d, a), respectively) be a good A, 
Ramsey object for C, (the existence of C, follows from Lemma I). It follows 
from the corresponding definitions that C is A, Ramsey for B. a 
Proof of Lemma III. Put A = (U, a), U = (u, ,..., ub} <. Let u > 0, B = 
((Xi):, 4) E uSoc(d) be fixed. Let C’ = (Y, &^‘) E Sot(d) be an A Ramsey 
object for B’ = (V(B),,X) in the category Sot(d). Define C = ((Y,)t,M) as, 
Y, = ((I, y); y E Y}, 0 < I < a, .4‘= (4’;: i E Z), where -4; is the collection of 
all sets of the following form: { (zj, yj), 1 <j < S,}, { y, ,..., ysi}, E N;, 
l1 = . . . = I, < zgi < . . . < zt+ i, and I, = z2 = . . . = z1 = 0 providing t > 2. Let 
the ordering of U (Y,; I = O,..., a) be induced by the ordering of Y and by 
Y, < Y, < .** < Y, . It is C E uSoc(d). We prove that C is A, Ramsey for B. 
Let c: (AC) -+ { 1,2) be a coloring. Define a coloring c’: (‘,‘) + { 1, 2) as 
follows: for A’ = (U’, F’) E (5’) U’ = {u;,..., u;], , put c’(A’) = c(A;), 
where A; is the subobject of C induced on the set { (0, u,),..., (0, z.+-J, 
(a, ub-a+ I)9..ey (1, ub)}. clearly A; =dqe 
Then, there exists a B’ subobject B of C’ such that c’ restricted to the set 
(&f,) is a constant. Subobject Z? is of the form (UyzO XL, 2)) X?,, < fa < ..e < 
X,, such that B = ((ZJ:, k) ‘v B (’ m uSoc(d)). Let B be the subobject of C 
induced on the set iJycO((i} x z,.). Clearly, BE B and c restricted to (,“) is 
a constant. I 
Proof of Lemma IV. Let B = ((X,);f , A) be given. Put B’ = ((X,)‘;, M’), 
where d’ is the restriction of LX to the set U (Xi ; i = l,..., a). Let (Yi)T be 
such that, for every coloring of the set Y, X ... x Y,, by two colors, there 
are subsets Xi c Yi, [Xi1 = IX: /, such that the set Xi X e.. X XL is colored by 
the one color only. (This is the product version of the pigeonhole principle, 
choose IY,)=21X,j- 1, IYz1=21yII(IX21- l)+ 1, etc.) Set ,H’= 
(. ,( ]; i E Z), N E -4“’ iff IN1 = di and IN n Y, I < 1 for every I = l,..., a. 
Obviously, A, subobjects of ((YJY, ,Y”‘) and the set Y, x . . . x Y, are in l-l 
correspondence (see the definition of a subobject in uPart( not true in 
aSoc(d)). 
Define C = ((Y,):, -4‘) such that for every set of the form Xi X 1.. X XL, 
X,! E Yi, and IX; ( = IXiI, there exists a subobject BE (z) (in uPart( such 
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that I’,@) = Xi, for all i > 0. (This follows by a similar amalgamation as in 
the proof of Lemma I.) It is easy to see that C is A, Ramsey for B (again, in 
aPart only, not in aSoc(A)). 1 
3. PROOF OF THEOREM I 
We proceed by induction on ( V(A)1 and 1 V(A)1 -a. For the case 
1 V(A)1 = 1, see Lemma I. For the case 1 V(A)1 = Q, see Lemma IV. 
Let A, A, a be fixed throughout the proof and assume 1 V(A)1 > 1, 
a < 1 V(A)I. For every A’ E u’Part(A’), I V(A’)l < 1 V(A)1 we assume that the 
class u’Part(A’) has A; Ramsey property for every a’ > 0, A’. Particularly, 
we assume that OPart(A’) = Soc(A’) has A’ Ramsey property and, using 
Lemma III, we assume that u’Soc(A’) has AL, Ramsey property for every u’ 
and A ’ with 1 V(A ‘)I < 1 V(A)I. 
We prove that uPart has A, Ramsey property. Thus, let B = 
((Xi):, .M) E uPart be fixed. Using Lemma II, it suffices to prove the 
existence of a good A, Ramsey object C E uPart for B. This will be done 
by induction on IX, I. 
The boundary case X0 = 0 is again trivial, as it is I V(A)1 > a, we may put 
B = C. 
Let IX,, I > 0. Put x* = max X,, and define these systems (the beginning of 
the proof itself). 
D = ((Yj);, y”), Y=($,iEZ), 
E = ((Zi>z, s), 9=(.5Pi,iEz), 
where 
yi=zi=xi for i>O, Y,=Z,=X,\(x*}; 
.3= {ME&,x* @M}, 
9f = (M\{x*}; MEW’, x* E M}. 
Obviously, D E uPart( E E uPart( where A’ = (max{O, ai - 1); 
i E Z). 
We find C = ((X;)g,.M’) E uPart such that C is good A, Ramsey for 
B in uPart( Object C will be constructed as a convenient product 
D” x E”, where D” and E” are defined below. The constructions of D” and 
E” use all the inductive hypothesis and are the core of the proof of 
Theorem I. 
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I. Construction of D” 
Using the induction on IX,,1 there exists D’ = ((Yi):, S’) such that D’ is 
a good A, Ramsey object for D (in aPart(A 
Set (“,‘)= (D , ,..., D,} and Y;, , = { y, ,..., y,), we assume without loss of 
generality Yi + I nV(D’)=0. For each I>,, let p,:D-+D, be the 
isomorphism in apart(A). Define y* = (97; i E I) as follows: NE ST, iff 
either NE %P; or N = (rp,(M\(x*}) U { y,} for some x* E ME 4. 
Put D* = ((Y;);+’ , LP*). Consider D* as an object of apart(A). Clearly, 
for every coloring of all A, subobjects of D* which are disjoint from YL+ , 
there exists a B subobject & of D*, V,,(g) n YA+ i = max V,,(g)), such that 
the coloring c restricted to the set of all A, subobjects of B which are disjoint 
from Y;+ , is a good coloring. 
Now, consider D* as an object of (a + 1) Part(A) and use the induction 
hypothesis on u to get an object D” = ((Y;)z+ ‘, 9”) E (a + 1) Part(d) 
which is A,, , Ramsey for D* in (a + 1) Part(A) with respect to colorings 
(of (/I,)) by means of m colors, m is a large number to be specified below. 
II. Construction of E” 
Put explicitly A=(&‘,.%), kT=(q;iEI), U={u,,...,q,}<, Define 
Ai E aPart and A,*, 1 E (a + 1) Part(A) as follows: 
A,*+ , = (({u, ,..., &a-,}, {u,}, {“b-,~~-, {“b-a}), a*), 
B*=(fF~;iEf), 
where 
Set system Ai is of a type A’ = (max{O, Ji- l}; iEI). Also put B* = 
((&\{x* 1, {x* ), &,..., Xi), A*) E (a + 1) Part(A), where Af: =JU 
(ME V(B); IMI = 6i, x*eM and lMnX,l< 1 for every j>O}, M*= 
(-lrT;iEI). 
By the induction hypothesis (induction on I V(A)I), there exists an Ai 
Ramsey object E’ = ((Z;)ff ,2’) E uSoc(A’) (in the category aSoc(d’), i.e., 
with respect to embeddings in uSoc(A’)) for E. Define the object E* = 
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((Z~)~+‘,S?*)E(a+ l)Soc(d) as follows: Z)=Zf for O<i<a, Zz+,= 
{z*} (we assume z* & V(E)). Put &?* = (2;; iE I), where NE A’:, iff 
either N=MU (z*} for some MEgi, or N= {z*} in the case {x*} EJ, 
or IN] = ai, z* &N, and lNnZ,l < 1 for all j > 0. Clearly, for every 
coloring c, of ($?J considered in (a + 1) Sot(d) there exists BE ($ ) (in 
(a + 1) Sot(d)) such that c restricted to (,L,) is a constant. 
Let ZF, i = O,..., a be sets such that for every coloring c of the set 
[z;]“-” x z; x . . . x Zy by means of n colors (n is a large number to be 
specified later), there exist sets ZA, Zi c Z[, 1 Zi 1 = ] ZT ], and i = O,..., a such 
that c, restricted to the set [Z,]“-” x Z, x ..a X Z, is a constant. The 
existence of sets Z/ follows from the classical Ramsey theorem by a 
standard product argument. 
Let .Y = {S, ,..., S,} be the list of all sequences (z,,, z,,..., z,), Zi c Z/, 
lZ,l = lZi*I. Let zi*, i= I,..., I, be distinct elements. Choose an ordering such 
that ZJ (_Z;+, < Z; < . . . ( Z;, where Z;,, = {z?; i = l,..., r}. For each 
s, = (Z, 9 z, T..., Z,), let q,, be the monotone bijection (J (Z); i = O,..., a) + 
(J (Zi; i = O,..., a). 
Finally, define E” = ((Z;):“, 2”) E (a + 1) Part(d) as 2” = 
(211’; i E Z), where NE 21, iff either there exists A4 E 27, z* E M, and 
I E [ 1, r] such that N= cp,(M\{z*})U {zI*), or NS U (Z/; i = O,..., a), 
IN] = di, and ]Nn Zi] < 1 for every i > 0. 
Object E” has the following property: For every coloring c (by means of n 
colors) of the set of all those weak A, subobjects A of E”, which are disjoint 
from ZJ+, (i.e., for which V&4) n Z;‘,, = 0) there exists a weak subobject 
E= ((Z,)tf”, 2) of E” with the properties: 
(i) ,!?- E* in (a + 1) Part(d), 
(ii) all the weak A, subobjects of E which are disjoint from Zi,, are 
monochromatic, 
(iii) for every i E Z and NG (J (zi;j = O,..., u + 1) Nn z,+ 1 # 0, 
holds, N E c@i, iff N E 9’;. 
(That is, E is an “induced” subobject with respect to those edges which 
intersect Z;+ r .) This completes the definition of objects D” and E”. 
Finally, define object C = ((Xi):+‘, M’) as follows: Xi = YF X Zl 
for i = o,..., u + 1, dP=(df;;iEZ), {(y,,zJ;z= 1,...,6,)EJl iff 
Y, < *** <Ys,, Z] < *** < zg, and ( y, ; 1 = l,..., Si} E ~‘[‘, {zt ; I = 
l,..., Si} E 2;. 
Scheme 1 is a flowchart of the construction of C and may be helpful (the 
scheme indicates the memberships of objects which are partitioned and the 
corresponding classes). Let us remark that D is a restriction of B, while E 
could be called a contraction of B. 
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C = D” x E" E (a+l) Part (A) 
SCHEME 1 
We prove that C is a good A, Ramsey for B in aPart( We analyze the 
set (,’ ) first. Define (,“), , as the set of all A a subobjects of C which do not 
meet pi+ r x Zi+ i. Analogously, define ( :a)2 as the set of all A, subobjects 
of C which meet Y;,, x Zl,,. Obviously, (AC) = (,‘,), U (,‘),. Similarly, 
we define the sets (<i), and (51),V,, (the latter being the set of all weak 
subobjects of E” which do not meet Zi+ ,). 
Next, we consider the product structure of C and its influence on 
subobjects of various kinds. Let 2 = { (yi , z,),..~ ( yb, zb)) < be the vertex set 
of a weak A, subobject of C. Then,of course, Y = ( y, ,..., yb} is a vertex set 
of a weak A, subobject of D” and Z = (z, ,..., zb) is a vertex set of a weak A, 
subobject of E”. As a subobject may be identified with its set of vertices, the 
subobject (determined by) 2 will be denoted by (7, 2). Moreover, if y 
induces an A, subobject of D” (in aPart(d then x is an A, subobject of C 
(in aPart(d In particular, (,‘), contains, symbolically, the set 
<:k’>, x C”>w.l* -L?- 
We put a, = (:%)i and @, = (:&,r, thus (,“), 2 a, X csl,. 
LetX,Y,Zbeasabove,assume~~(Y~+,~ZI[+,)#0.If~isanA,+, 
subobject in (a + 1) Part(d) and Z is an A,*, i subobject in (a + 1) Sot(d), 
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then x= (Y, 2) is an A, subobject of C in apart(d). Let us verify that the 
inclusion XC V(C) is an embedding in aPart( (see the definition in 
Section 1). Clearly, it suffices to check condition 4. Suppose that a subset 
M= {(q, m&.9 (mk, m;)} of 2 is an edge of C. Then, either Mn 
(Y;, I x ci+ 1) = 0 and {m,,..., mk} E E,(D”) implies {m,,..., mk} E E,(A) 
(using YE(4yI)) or Mn(Y~+,xZ~+,)#0 (and possibly Mn 
(Y; x Z[) = 0), and then, (_m; ,..., ml) E E,(E”) implies {ml ,..., m;} E E,(A) 
(using Z E (A!z,)). Thus XE (,‘,). Particularly, the set (T )* contains, 
symbolically, the set (/I,) x (/l,). (Observe that (:i)w,, 2 (Ay+‘;) and that 
each A,*,, subobject of EN in (a t 1) Sot(d) is an A, subobject in aPart 
which meet V .+,(E”).) We put 9, = (,.,t’l) and 3’* = (:“),, thus (,“,), 
contains the set B’l x 3?*. 
Now, we can verify that C is A, Ramsey for B. Thus let c: (2 ) + { 1,2} 
be a fixed coloring. Choose n such that n = 21g2’. Define c;oring c”: 
(Aty,)+ (1,2)‘62 by c”(Al)= (c(A,,A,);A,ELSJ. Using the properties of 
D”, there exists o* E (“,:‘) (’ m ( u $ 1) Part(d)) such that c”, restricted to the 
set Lf:,L is a constant mapping. Choose m such that m = 21ai1, where @i = 
(Ti) f-l a,. Define the coloring d”: (<“),,,,, -+ { 1, 2)“; by d”(A,) = (c(A,, A&, 
A, E 0’;). Using the properties of E”, there exists E* E ($‘) such that 
conditions (i-iii) hold. Define the coloring c’: (z), --t { 1, 2) by c’(A,) = i iff 
c(A,,A,)=iforeveryA,E(E),,,. Using the properties of D*, there exists 
B E (T) (in uPart( such that V,(g) n Yi+ i = { max V,(B)} and such that 
the color c’(A,) of an A, E (,” )i depends on max ?‘,,(A,) only (i.e., c’(A,) = 
E’(max V,,(A,)) for a function’?‘: V,,(B) + { 1, 2}). Finally, define a coloring 
d’: (T),- {1,2} by d’(A,)= i, iff c’(AI,A2)= i for every A, E (,,“,). 
Using the properties of E*, there exists BE (5:) (in (a + 1) Sot(d)) such 
that d’, restricted to the set (A!+, )* (in uPart which is here the same as 
(a t 1) Sot(d)) is a constant mapping (say constant 5). 
We prove that the subobject of C, induced by B and B” has the desired 
properties. To do so, put explicitly, B= ((yi)i+‘, j), 2 = ((Zi){+‘, i), 
V(B) = {x, ,..., x,}<, V(B) = {Y,,...,Y~}<, and V(@ = {z, ,..., z,}, . 
Let B’ be the subobject of C induced on the set {(y,, z,),..., (y,, zr)}. 
Also, set 4” = E(B’). We prove: 
(1) B’ N B, and 
(2) c restricted to the set (2:) is a good coloring. 
1. We prove that xi I-+ ( yi, zi) is an isomorphism 
Consider M= {x,; z E K}< c V(B). We put ii?= {(y,, z,), I E K). It 
follows from the constructions of the sets yi, Zi, that x* E M, iff an 
(y,+, X Za+ l)f 0. If x* @ M, then using the properties of D” and D’, 
{ y, ; I E K} E 4, iff {x, ; I E K} E 4. If x* E M, then using the properties of 
E” and E’, {z,;~EK}EA, iff {x,;zEK}E..e. 
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2. &?~nirion of E: V&v)+ (1, 2) 
Set 3( y/y Zi)) = c” (yi) for (yi’ zi) # max V,(B’), F(max V,(B’)) = 5. 
Fix A E (;i). We prove c(A) = E(max V,(A)). There are two possibilities: 
0) max V,(X)) iT,+, xZo+1, 
(ii) max V,(X)& I?,,, XZ,,,. 
Assuming (i), 2 belongs to the set (/I’,) x (~~)z~ Putting A= (A,, AJ, we 
have that the color of A depends on A, only and that it is c(x) = #(A,) = 9. 
Assuming (ii), A belongs to the set (;z), x (~‘&, . Setting A =_(A,, A *), we 
have that the color of A depends on A, only and that it is c(A) = c’(A,) = 
c”(max V,(A ,)). 
Consequently, c restricted to the set (ii), is a good coloring. End of the 
proof of Theorem I. 
4. PROOF OF THEOREM II 
Theorem II may be proved using the same pattern as for Theorem I. 
Therefore, we stress the differences only. The main difference is that the 
whole proof is carried out in classes aSoc(d) and (a + 1) Sot(d) instead of 
classes aPart and (a + 1) Part(d). This is possible as we assume the 
validity of Theorem I and thus, using Lemma III, aSoc(d) has A, Ramsey 
property for every type d and A E Sot(A). 
To prove the A, Ramsey property of classes (w/a) Soc(d, a), we proceed 
by induction on 1 V(A)1 and 1 V(A)1 - a ( i.e., as in Section 3). First, consider 
the boundary cases. For the case 1 V(A)1 = 1 see Lemma I. 
The case ) V(A)1 = a needs some care, it is not covered by Lemma IV. Let 
B = ((X,)t,..H) E (w/u) Soc(4, a) be given. Let B’ = ((X,)7,.,4’) be the 
subobject of B induced on the set V(B)po. Let C’ = ((Yi)~,~‘) be an A, 
Ramsey object for B’ in aSoc(d) (C’ exists by Theorem I and Lemma III). 
We may assume that C’ E (w/a) Soc(A, a) (as Vo(C’) = 0, see the definition 
of classes (o/a) Soc(d, a)). Now, let C = ((Y,):, c 4 ) be an object of aSoc(A) 
such that for every B’ E (:I), there exists BE (i) with V(g)) V(C’) = 
V(B’). Object C may be defined as an amalgamation of copies of B with 
respect to (5:). As a is a class of irreducible objects, (irreducible with 
respect to an amalgamation) we may suppose C E (o/u) Soc(A, a). 
Obviously, C is A, Ramsey for B. 
Let us consider the induction step. Let A, a, A, a be fixed. Assume 
( V(A)1 > 1 and a < ( V(A)/. By induction on (X,,(, we prove the existence of a 
good A, Ramsey object for every object B = ((X,)g,J) E (o/u) Soc(A, a). 
The case V,(B) = 0 is again trivial. 
Let B = ((Xi):, A) E (w/u) Soc(4 a) be fixed. The following are the 
induction hypotheses: 
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(i) the class (K/U’) Soc(d ‘, a’) has A$ Ramsey property for every 
type A’, a class of irreducible set systems a’, a’ > 0, KC_ [ 1, a’], 
A’ E Soc(A’, a’), I V(A’)l < I V(A)I; 
(ii) (K/U + 1) Soc(A, a) has A,, i Ramsey property for every choice 
KG [l,U+ 11; 
(iii) for every B’ = ((Xi):, A’) E (o/a) Soc(A, a), IX;] < IX,,], there 
exists a good A, Ramsey object in (o/a) Soc(A, a). 
We put x* = max X0 and we define D E (w/u) Soc(A, a), D’ E (o/u) 
Soc(A, a) a good A, Ramsey object for D (and D* an extension of D’) as in 
the proof of Theorem I. We may assume D* E (~/(a + 1)) Soc(A, a) as D* 
is a result of an amalgamation. Let D” E (~/(a + 1)) Soc(A, a) be an A,, , 
Ramsey object for D* (in w/(u t 1) Soc(A, a)) for colorings by means of m 
colors. Thus, the definition of D” is formally the same as in Section 3. It is 
the construction of E” which is slightly different. 
First, define the following operation (the contraction of a vertex of a set 
system): For a given object F = ((Vi):, P) E uSoc(A), U* = max V,,, define 
the object F^ = ((V,,\{u*), VI ,..., V&if), F=(~:;lEIX (0, l}), as 
follows: q,O= (UEq;u*@ V}, q2= (U\(v*};u*E V}EYi/;.} if 6,2 1, 
s/;.,, = 0, otherwise. Observe that F E uSoc(A-), where A* = (Si ; (i, 0) E 
IX {O))U(max(O,cSi- l};(i, l)EIx (1)). Given F as above define also 
F* E (a t l)Soc(A) by F* = ((V,\{u*), VI,..., V,, (u*}), 9). Using the 
definition of classes (w/u) Soc(A, a) it is easy to see that F* E 
(o U (a t 1 ))/(a t 1) Soc(A, a), iff F  ^E (o/u) Soc(A-, a-). Here, a- is the 
class of all objects GA, G E a, where GA is the result of the contraction of the 
(I v(G)1 - I OJ 11th vertex of G. Figure 5 illustrates this for a = {K,}, A = ((2)). 
Let us return to the construction of E”. Put w’ = o U {a t 1). It is 
B* E (~‘/(a t 1)) Soc(A, a) and, therefore, B* E (o/u) Soc(A-, a-). Let 
E’ E (o/u) Soc(A*, a-) be an Ai Ramsey object for B-. Transform E’ to 
E*E(ut l)Soc(A) by putting E* = ((ZT):’ ‘, A*), Z: = Z;, 
Zz,, = {z*}, and .R* = (27; i E I), where NE 27, iff either NE E,,,(E’) 
or N=MU {z*} for some ME Ei,l(E’) or N= {z*) and (x*) Ed. It is 
E* E (~‘/(a t 1)) Soc(A, a). Also, E* is an A,, , Ramsey object for B* in 
(~‘/(a t 1)) Soc(A, a). Let E ** be the subobject of E* induced on the set 
V(E*)\V,+ ,(E*). It is E * * E uSoc(A) and let 2 be an A, Ramsey object for 
E** in uSoc(A). Let E” be an object of (a + 1) Sot(A) such that for every 
E”* E (,!.) there exists E* E (“,:i) with V(p) n V(g) = V(E* *). Now, E” 
is easy to construct by an amalgamation of copies of E* with respect to * 
(,t.). As E is an A, Ramsey object for E** in uSoc(A) and as 
E* E (~‘/(a t 1)) Soc(d, a), we may suppose that E” E (~‘/(a t 1)) 
Soc(A, a). 
Using D” and E”, define C = D” x E”. In the same way as in the Proof of 
Theorem I, we prove that C is good A, Ramsey for B. We prove that 
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so.2 (CL), A, 
F” E 9 %C ((1,2), w) 
FIGURE 5 
C E (w/a) Soc(d, a). Let FE a and assume that there exists F’ E (z). Put 
explicitly V(F) = {(y,, z,),..., (y,., z,)}, . As F is irreducible, it is 
Yl < . . . (y, and zI < ... < z,. Let F, be a subobject of D”, induced on the 
set { y, ,..., y,} and let F, be a subobject of E”, induced on the set {z, ,..., zr}. 
If V(F) n V,+,(C) = 0, then V(F,) n V,+ ,(D”) = 0 and consequently, it is 
not true that 
V(F,) n V,(D”) # 0 iff iEwU(O} 
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(here we use D” E (~/(a + 1)) Soc(d, a)). If IV’) n v,+,(C) + 0, then 
1 v(F,) n Va+ ,(,?“)I = 1 and, using E” E (~‘/(a t 1)) Soc(d, a), we get that 
it is not true 
Y(F,) n vi(P) f  0 iff iEw’U (0). 
This implies that C E (w/a) Soc(d, a). End of the proof of Theorem II. I 
Scheme 2 is a flowchart of the construction of C which may be helpful. 
A a+1 
contraction 
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